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Part 1: The Marketplace of Ideas – A Framework on Free Speech
I. Introduction
Every weekend, hundreds of high school and college students participate in various
formats of competitive debate. Students are asked to assess the desirability of different
resolutions that typically involve substantial political or social issues. While topics vary in scope
and how long they are nationally debated based on format, all students are required to engage in
discussion from multiple different perspectives as they will have to defend both sides of a
resolution. For example, if a tournament has 6 preliminary rounds, a debater must prepare to
affirm and negate the resolution for 3 rounds for each side. Debate boosts information literacy,
teaches how to have productive discussion, and increases civic engagement for our youth.1 In a
world full of partisanship and hate, debate shines as a beacon for how public discourse can
improve: two speakers who have done research for the other side seeking to come to a common
understanding and furthering an academic discussion. The practice of debate stresses that no
question is settled and leads to both sides trying to develop the best version of their arguments.
Here, one observes a marketplace of ideas where the best conclusion is sought.
John Stuart Mill, as a utilitarian, argues actions that benefit society ought to be
prioritized. For him, free speech has immense value because nothing is definitively settled or
one-hundred percent true, so the best way to improve knowledge is a grand contest of ideas to
produce the best result. This paper recognizes free speech as good for Mill’s reason of truthseeking but explores contemporary arguments on whether a free flow of ideas is the best way to
do so. It will start with laying out a theory of free speech as advocated by Mill, encouraging a
free market of ideas regulated by a harm principle. Afterwards, several problems for Mill’s
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theories will be laid out and assessed. The problems presented, such as hate speech,
misinformation, and groupthink, appear as extreme counterexamples of Mill’s argument;
however, their existence presents a question of when speech should be limited and when speech
becomes beneficial for society. In each of these cases, research will be presented for and against
Mill’s writings with some based in philosophical work and some based in U.S. common law, or
law based in court precedent. U.S. common law has a rich history concerning free speech issues
enshrined in First Amendment cases. Sharing ideas is better than silence, as it educates others
and keeps society advancing along. The goal is, given several modern objections, to assess
whether Mill’s theory of free speech is relevant today by showcasing many of the inherent
tensions in the literature.
II. On Liberty
John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty is regarded as one of the most important works in
philosophy of free speech. Mill’s book was in response to a time period of a growing middle
class amidst improving economic conditions. Mill feared that the working class would diminish
to the point of becoming a small minority that would not have their views expressed in
government policy. Because of incentives for politicians to appeal to most of a society, the
working class would be forgotten, and the political landscape would shift in favor of the middle
class. Mill found this problematic since the minority, in this case the working class, would be
unable to articulate their viewpoint and would not have it be considered. This was significant
when considering Mill’s stance on free speech since it shows Mill’s concerns about ensuring that
the viewpoints of underrepresented groups are heard.2 In response to these developments, Mill
outlines the importance of free speech in the second chapter of On Liberty, entitled Of the
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Liberty of Thought and Discussion. For Mill, stifling opinions is immoral since the stifled
opinion could be right and the stifled opinion could improve one’s viewpoint. Mill acknowledges
that no one is infallible, but few take precautions against their fallibility. One should only act
upon and assert their opinions if they are certain they are correct, but, even then, should still
recognize the possibility of error. Thus, for a more complete view to exist, people should not be
silenced and ought to be allowed to speak.3 Mill also believes that even an incorrect opinion can
be beneficial since it assists in improving one’s viewpoint. If one believes that their position is
correct, then they should be able to defend it. Doing so allows for one to continually self-correct
themselves instead of blindly believing that their opinions are correct. While a position may not
be one hundred percent correct, some criticisms can be partly correct, making it wrong to assume
one’s correctness. This is possible since even if an opposing opinion is quite wrong, one is still
fallible. Only by engaging with someone who disagrees can one come close to finding a true
opinion.4 To put this philosophical project into work, Mill argues that a society where diverse
perspectives exist and are constantly at odds with each other is the ideal society. If one viewpoint
were to come about and dominate all other opinions, it would be disastrous for society. This
would be an instance of tyranny of the majority. The opinion would become ingrained into
society through laws and social norms while having a very low chance of changing despite the
possibility of being incorrect or allowing room for improvement.5 This is a marketplace of ideas
where anyone can express their opinion and encounter criticism or encouragement. The purpose
is to find the truest and most complete beliefs. If people from a wide variety of backgrounds can
contest and support each other’s views, then this becomes possible. For these reasons, free
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speech, for Mill is something that should occur with little intervention and should allow and
encourage diverse viewpoints to be expressed.
Mill offers one main constraint for freedom of speech: a harm principle. As explained by
Mill, “the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a
civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others.”6 Despite the fact that it might
be someone’s choice to express a harmful view point and that it would bring the speaker joy, the
threat and action of harm creates a chilling effect on the liberty of others. While just explained in
a short paragraph in On Liberty, this is one of the more controversial points of Mill’s book.7
Thus, the harm principle sets out what exactly Mill defines useful free speech that brings benefits
to society as. The rest of this paper will concern itself with looking at three potentially harmful
types of speech that have etched out gray zones in Mill’s theory.
III. Hate Speech
An important debate in the literature is assessing what necessarily counts as harmful
speech. While freedom of speech can be understood as a positive freedom, or the ability for one
to exert their will on their own, some believe it is best understood as a negative freedom, or a
freedom to do something that should not be prevented by others’ interference. Applied to the
harm principle, hate speech and other forms of unhelpful speech could cause a chilling effect on
speech whereby someone no longer feels comfortable sharing their ideas. Understanding speech
as a negative freedom in addition to a positive freedom means to regulate against such harmful
speech. In a 2011 book, Katharine Gelber, a professor of politics and public policy at the
University of Queensland, tries to find a way to limit freedom of speech to exclude hate speech
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without chilling democratic discussion. This author recognizes the importance that all speech has
for improving societal well-being in the pursuit of truth. Whether or not potentially hateful
speech is beneficial, Gelber believes that a line should be drawn for hate speech, as it potentially
creates a chilling effect. If people are too afraid to share their opinions since they fear hateful
backlash, then the marketplace of ideas has essentially placed a restriction on potentially helpful
speech.8
There are several of Mill’s defenders that have a problem with expanding the harm
principle too far, or even the harm principle itself. One line of criticism comes from cultural
relativism. Paul A. Passavant argues that ontology shapes reality; consciousness alone does not
produce one’s ideas that turn into speech. Ideas depend on one’s social location, which explains
why there is so much variance from society to society on what counts as harmful or valuable
speech for society. Trying to limit speech in such a way is problematic under a Millian
framework, since excluding speech one might see as harmful or on the fringe of being harmful
may be viewed differently somewhere else. Such an exclusive and exclusionary model, these
authors argue, is a Western-centric approach that deems all those on the outside as “savages” for
promoting different models of discourse. For a theory that tries its best to find the truth,
excluding such speech could be harmful.9
To be clear, these arguments do not advocate for a wholesale hate speech that makes
people feel uncomfortable to the point of not talking. Lots of more recent free speech discussions
have focused on direct over indirect exclusions. Direct exclusions are explicit bans or restrictions
on speech like limiting a woman’s right to speak through denying the right to vote. Indirect
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exclusion includes norms that prescribe a certain kind of conduct in a discursive setting, such as
speakers who stumble with awkward pauses and filler words being discredited by their audience.
This distinction may help to appease concerns over hate speech. Perhaps it would be better to
regulate through indirect exclusions that are more targeted to the way a speaker presents their
idea rather than the idea itself. Passionate speech is important to conveying one’s strong beliefs
and would be difficult to regulate since there is no objective arbiter on when speaking
passionately is viewed as hateful speech; however, any benefit turns to a negative when a speech
is filled with anger or anxiety. Just because people present their argument in a negative way
should not mean that the content of their ideas should be regulated, nor should the simple
injection of their ideas be viewed as the worst form of hatred. Even if they do mean harm,
injecting oneself into discussion spaces where one would otherwise be excluded is important,
and having dialogue and discussion becomes especially important. Further, exclusion has always
been worse when no one was able to discuss seemingly taboo subjects that affect people with
little voice, such as discussions on AIDS treatment or matters related to incarceration. 10 Former
Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens offers a potential solution to this. While concerned
about the rise of hate speech, he holds that the question should not be whether hate speech
generally is permissible, but rather what particular hate speech is permissible. He further
advocates a check on hate speech whereby it must prove to plausibly have some societal benefit
in order to be classified as protected speech.11
A response that those trying to restrict hate speech could look at cases where someone’s
speech had been drowned out. A marketplace of ideas trying to give power to minority voices
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would have a lot of trouble if such voices were drowned out by louder ones. Even if such speech
was well-intended with trying to hedge back against harmful speech, the louder speech itself sets
a bad standard whereby people can disengage from any speech that they simply do not wish to
hear. There has been extensive coverage of people drowning each other out in public forums. A
good example of this has been on public campuses, where students have shown up in protest to
events featuring controversial speakers. A good example is when Dr. Charles Murray, a
conservative speaker, was invited to Middlebury College by a student organization hoping to
establish a civil dialogue about Murray’s ideas. Instead, students showed up en masse, loudly
shouting for the speaker to leave. The speaker soon left the campus, with angry protestors
following. This sets up an interesting dilemma for the free speech advocate: the protestor has the
right to make their opinions known but could degrade the marketplace of ideas by drowning out
speech from underrepresented groups. Such a provision is called a “heckler’s veto,” or when
speech is restricted because of the anticipated or actual reactions of those who disagree.12
The U.S. Supreme Court has gone back and forth on whether the type of speech that the
protestors utilized in this case is justified. These situations have offered several empirical
examples of “heckler’s veto” scenarios. One of the first such cases was 1951’s Feiner v. New
York, where someone on a street corner began shouting, imploring people of color to “rise up in
arms and fight for equal rights.”13 After some members in the growing crowd threatened
violence towards the speaker if nearby police officers did not get involved, the man was arrested
and convicted. The Supreme Court upheld these actions, implying that crowds could prevent
speakers if they threatened violence. Though Chief Justice Vinson’s majority opinion held that
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“ordinary murmurings and objections of a hostile audience cannot be allowed to silence a
speaker,” he distinguished the content of the speech from the forum for speaking, which included
a crowd that could easily turn hostile.14 This decision proved to be a conundrum for courts
during the Civil Rights movement, as peaceful black protests were broken up because white
counter-protestors were threatening violence. Speech with the aim of drowning out other
opinions seems to be a clear case of harmful speech that Mill’s theory of a marketplace of ideas
would not allow. Mill set out parameters for peaceful discussion where both sides had the goal of
learning more about each other’s positions. If one group or person could not be heard over the
intensity of another’s voice, then that person is silenced, and their opinion is not considered.15
IV. Misinformation
Misinformation represents a historical but growing threat in American democracy. A
classic example is the 1938 radio broadcast of Orson Welles’s The War of the Worlds. Many
tuned in midway through the reading, thinking that the events described were ongoing.
According to Jefferson Pooley, a Muhlenberg College communication professor, and Michael J.
Socolow, University of Maine communication and journalism associate professor, several
stories, picked up by many national newspapers, depicted adverse reactions to the event;
however, many historians have discredited depictions of what is often called “mass hysteria,”
finding that many of the accounts were cherry-picked by newspapers and, most stories that were
picked up, were uninvestigated and unconfirmed. While it is believable that there would be
people confused about tuning into the broadcast late, the media overexaggerated the effect of the
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broadcast to the point of creating a supposedly well-known story.16 Untrue misinformation is a
significant challenge to Mill’s free speech, since he advocates the marketplace of ideas on the
basis of finding truth. It has often occurred on a spectrum between purposeful and accidental
information, given there has always been a bias to present information in a way favorable to
one’s interests and experiences. This has been a heightened problem in today’s era of
technology, where such fake stories are highly inflammatory and can be circulated at a rapid
pace.17 Psychological research has proved that misinformation creates a confirmation bias based
on what people are angry or anxious about. This builds a confirmation bias where people are
more likely to accept news that is either false or biased in a particular direction.18
Despite these potentially harmful factors, U.S. common law has interpreted the First
Amendment to protect misinformation as free speech, even if the speech itself is valueless. While
there are some cases that recognize the harmfulness of false information to society, such as
Hustler Magazine, Inc. v. Falwell and Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., these cases found that
obviously false information had no value to society but left open the possibility for numerous
gray zones.19 For example, in 1990’s Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co., the Supreme Court ruled
that information, even if false, was protected as long as a reasonable factfinder could find that
there is sufficient reason or evidence to believe that the truth or falsity of the statement is in
question.20 This opened the door for cases such as United States v. Alvarez in 2012. In this
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instance, the U.S. had passed a law outlawing false statements on military valor. The Supreme
Court struck this law down on the basis that the government should restrict free speech as little
as possible and that the government had failed to provide a reason for why such speech was
harmful.21 United States vs. Alvarez built on existing law that tended to be in favor of keeping
speech rather than restricting it, and showed a wariness, similar to Mill’s worries, of possibly
excluding speech expressing an unheard viewpoint. Generally, for false claims, the Court has
held that actual malice needs to be shown in order for a government to regulate speech. This
legal framework has made it difficult and unconstitutional to pursue any type of restriction on
free speech.22
Some discount the worries that people have about false information. The most common
argument is that the marketplace of ideas is strong enough to handle misinformation. As
described, the marketplace of ideas allows for people to critically assess information and
arguments. A rational individual, as the argument goes, would be easily able to sort out what is
true or false. Such thinkers err on the side of allowing for more speech rather than possibly
setting a precedent on restricting speech. This is not a foolproof process, which many are quick
to point out; however, some, such as UC-Berkeley law professor Daniel A. Farber, argue that
allowing misinformation makes society better by making people more critical and better at
assessing sources.23 A response to this line of argument is that, even if the existence of
misinformation trains people to be better analysts, putting people in a situation where they could
believe in something false is wrong. An underlying factor of Mill’s argument is being able to
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express your choice in opinions; false information means that people do not make these choices
well and accidentally spread the same misinformation to others.24
V. Groupthink
A final group of potentially harmful speech are ideas produced through groupthink.
Groupthink is the idea that insulated groups will promote free speech but only choose to speak
within groups that are receptive to what they have to say. There are several examples in the U.S.
Both sides of the political spectrum have blamed the other for engaging in this type of behavior.
The Left has accused the Right of creating such echo chambers through their various media
sources, which have a largely Republican base that they cater news exclusively to without
offering a substantial amount of oppositional ideas or unbiased reporting.25 Meanwhile, the right
has accused leftist youth and colleges of being tribal forums where disagreement is disinvited
and speakers are shouted down without being heard.26
Echo chambers are a problematic development for the marketplace of ideas. While some
form of groupthink and intense association has existed forever, this has been pronounced in
recent years with increased partisanship. People have begun to prefer talking to people who
agree rather than those who disagree which harms the ability for people to have a dialogue to
understand the bigger picture about issues. It also leads to them knowing substantially less about
their ideas and arguments, with very little development in their arguments and beliefs. While the
left clings to ideals of raising tolerance and the right clings to traditional values, both are
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undermined by groupthink. A new intolerance of ignoring those who do not agree thus arises.27
Others also argue that such mentalities lead to otherization of those who are excluded from their
political circle. While these groups may have been able to avoid difficult discussions or have
been able to speak easier by skirting substantial criticism, it has made things worse for
discussion.28
An argument against such concerns would be based on the freedom of assembly. Many,
including the founding fathers, view group formation as a key political right. It allows people to
consolidate their voices under a unified force to strengthen their position. This allows the people
to then easily hold groups to account. As documented throughout history, it has been minority
groups who have benefited greatly from freedom of assembly; it has allowed for coordination of
peoples and ideas that would otherwise be impossible given a disadvantaged position. Thus,
trying to regulate groupthink and echo chamber behavior is difficult and may not be in the
interest of society. By attempting to limit echo chambers in one way, it might set a bad precedent
whereby groups are either prevented from being formed or people begin to fear joining them and
speaking up.29 Indeed, there are several articles that have discussed the benefits of using free
speech to develop a unified organizational culture that can hold those in power accountable. A
good example of these are labor unions, which take from many diverse viewpoints in order to
have more bargaining leverage over powerful management.30 Additionally, there is evidence that
perhaps the fear of groupthink is overblown. While it could be harmful speech, there is evidence
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that discredits that groupthink is even occurring. One study looking at echo chambers online for
instance found that, while it is true that particular groups mainly spoke to those they were close
with, this effect was tempered by the fact that they had access to ample outside information and
ideas.31 Another study took a psychological approach and found that, even when engaged with
their own groups, people seek out those who disagree so that they can better understand their
position and dig their heels in on their beliefs. Whether or not this is Mill’s idea of a peaceful
dialogue of ideas is up for debate, but this provides some evidence against the point that people
solely resort to echo chambers.32 These two studies point to the fact that even if people talk more
within their own groups, they are their own person that can make decisions about what ideas they
subscribe to. As mentioned earlier in the paper, everyone has different experiences depending on
their social location, which shapes the information they receive and the opinions they have. If
one desires, they can find other information or engage with the other side to confirm their beliefs.
VI. Conclusion
This paper has sought to explain Mill’s theory of free speech and survey some objections
to it. Mill’s theory of free speech is that it is a great benefit to society by encouraging dialogue.
He believes that a harm principle should be a constraint on such thinking. The rest of the paper
laid out three areas of discussion for whether the harm principle’s constraint should be expanded,
kept as is, or reduced when contemplating an ideal model of dialogue.
The next step for this project is to investigate applying Mill’s theory to a contemporary
issue, finding the best way to limit some of the problems mentioned here in this article. There are
already several articles that have applied Mill’s work on free speech for rationalizing different
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policy actions. One author argued that the United Kingdom’s Racial and Religious Hatred Act of
2006 was a pragmatic example of Mill’s harm principle in action, creating a better opportunity
for dialogue.33 Another has applied Mill’s free speech to public discourse surrounding jihadist
extremist speeches that perpetuated fear within the Muslim community to practice, an example
of a chilling effect in action.34 The next paper will deal with problems related to the rise of
technology, which has arguably made the problems posed by all of these gray zones a little more
pronounced. Technology has had the ability to expand discussion and add many new voices into
public discussion. As seen in Iran’s Green Movement, more people being added into the fold
allowed for people to connect, share ideas, and hold an authoritarian government to account to
the point where they have begun to take public opinion seriously.35 While this is a welcome
development, expanded access to conversations has allowed for wider circulation of hate speech
and misinformation as well as more platforms for groupthink to take place.
Ultimately, freedom of speech is good for all of society. Regardless of how much it
should be restricted, freedom of speech and the autonomy to express your ideas fuels academic
discussions and products, with this paper as proof. Because no one is perfect, being open to
challenges and differences is critical to better understand one’s own beliefs and those of others.
We are all individuals who will not see eye-to-eye on every given issue. The question is how one
engages in such dialogue and whether they are thinking about how their words can affect others.
While there is certainly much to fear about how political discussion has devolved into partisan
victories, there is still hope. People like those hundreds of students engaged in debate programs
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mentioned at the beginning of this paper was an example of how partisanship can be overcome in
the pursuit of learning. These students are given a wonderful opportunity to learn more about
positions they previously had little knowledge on while developing their own viewpoints,
making them stewards for a better world of inclusive dialogue, especially crucial in their
formative younger years. As explained in the next paper in this project, this ideal of education
may be the key towards getting more engagement and better speaking forums in our future.
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Part 2: The Internet, Free Speech, and Education
I. Introduction
On the day of the U.S. election in 2016 after Trump was announced the victor, the New
York Times released a large bundle of opinion pieces under the title, “What Happened on
Election Day.” The following writings discussed the state of American politics, mainly focused
on the increasing polarization seen throughout the election cycle. While many of the authors
differed on political leanings, they all found that Trump being elected was a sign of the rapid
devolution of American discourse. Many commented on Trump’s ascent to presidency and the
tensions that accompanied it to the arriving social media age of quick diffusion of technology,
creating a fast news cycle with strong feelings on both sides of the aisle.36 This rise of the
internet in the past two decades has presented a conundrum for Mill’s theory of free speech.
Ideally, the marketplace of ideas would benefit from as many positions considered as possible,
which the internet’s connectivity and speed provides; however, adding more voices to the
conversation in such an expansive and efficient way has worsened many of the examples
mentioned in the previous section. The previous section laid out a framework for evaluating what
is considered a productive discussion and gave some examples of different types of speech that
would be problematic for Mill’s theory on freedom of speech. Each example shows that while
the idea of having a productive discussion based on sharing ideas is noble, the idea is
complicated by trying to implement such discussions into real life. This section will deal with
unique problems the internet age has created for the debate on freedom of speech. First, the
section will explore the nature of the internet’s expansion of speech, and the different aspects
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making the internet a difficult space for the marketplace of ideas. Second, the challenges for
crafting solutions to the internet will be analyzed. Finally, a potential solution of adding critical
media literacy curriculum in primary and secondary schools will be considered. The question
addressed is whether the marketplace of ideas can withstand the internet. This paper does not
fault the internet for many of these more malignant acts but offers recommendations for how to
facilitate robust engagement of ideas akin to Mill’s vision. While there are many bad examples,
the internet can be used as a force for good, but such examples are often problems with the
people using the internet rather than the internet itself.
II. What the Internet has Changed
The internet age was at first thought to be a hopeful change for democratic conversation.
The ability to reach a wide audience from anywhere in the world was deemed as a hopeful
change for the future. The internet has emerged as a large platform for connecting ideas and
people. In earlier writings before the explosion of the internet age, many saw great potential in
the internet’s ability to spread ideas. Instead of a one-to-one conversation, the internet expands
the possibility of one-to-many or many-to-many interactions. The largest difference here from
conventional media is that, instead of merely consuming media, users shape it by making,
sharing, and collaborating on content.37 In the span of just a few hours, one can message people
from all over the world, explore a number of causes, and express their sentiments in a public
forum.38 In the past, there were few ways for people to spread ideas en masse. These barriers,
known as “gatekeepers,” were the funnel by which information was communicated and
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distributed. A gatekeeper “controls access to information, and acts in an inhibitor capacity by
limiting access to or restricting the scope of information.” In the modern age, there are a variety
of gatekeeping apparatuses, but a general fear of expanding it farther.39 For example, while
someone 50 years ago was unable to spread a political message to many people unless first
consulting newspaper editors or television producers, today one can easily post thoughts on
social media that can reach people around the country and around the globe in mere seconds.
While there are still gatekeepers in terms of internet providers, search engines, and social
platforms, there is a general caution against limiting user expression or access to different types
of information except in some of the more heinous situations. While it has been easier to create
rules against offenses such as blatant copyright infringement and child pornography that plagued
the early internet, the social and legal landscape, enforced by an attitude favoring free speech
under the First Amendment, has made any gatekeeping from these providers to be minimal for
fear of incurring public backlash or legal penalty.40 A good example of this is the debate
surrounding net neutrality. When people learned that internet providers could possibly limit
internet access and what information one receives, they became incredibly fearful of their
internet freedom being restricted. Even though the Trump administration’s Federal
Communications Commission passed a rule getting rid of net neutrality requirements, the
immense public backlash has produced a chilling effect on internet providers showing
preference.41 Thus, the internet has expanded access and the preference towards keeping it as
open as possible is likely to persist, especially in the U.S.
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The internet offers great hope for improving democratic discussion. The “many to many”
nature of the internet gives a platform to those who have traditionally been silenced in
conventional forums and allows them to connect with like-minded individuals. Generally, there
are many examples of the internet furthering democratic principles and discussion. In Iran’s 2009
Green Wave movement, social media allowed for protestors to organize rallies, spread news, and
gain domestic support around the world, even with an authoritarian government that had strong
control of the media. Other examples include the Indignado movement in Spain, the Tea Party,
Occupy Wall Street, and Black Lives Matter.42 Further, there has been ample research
connecting digital media to political activism, voting participation, and voting behavior.43 While
authoritarian regimes could potentially use social media as a tool to suppress dissent and push
forth their narrative, the sheer scale of social media and the amount of users to regulate has
largely prevented complete control.44 This section seeks to survey some of the larger changes in
the internet age and how it stacks up to creating a marketplace of ideas. Ultimately, the internet
has good potential as an amplifier of otherwise oppressed voices, but it also has amplified many
of the bad types of speech that make civil dialogue and competition of ideas all but impossible.
Discussions on the internet are not productive if they produce hate speech, misinformation, and
groupthink.
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a. A Wider Audience
The internet has expanded the possibility for democratic discussions, but it has also
brought about many fringe groups, evil states, and bad capitalist practices that take advantage of
everyone’s expanded access. These actors tend to incite tension and benefit by gaining influence,
advancing national security interests, or profiting. Hostile conversations tend to happen because
the internet makes hate speech “low cost.”45 Further, the anonymous nature of the internet means
that such actors can easily deploy hateful comments and fake news quickly and easily with the
aim of creating more tension without ever listening to the other side.46 Such possibilities have
expanded the possibility of hurtful comments that fuel hate speech and disengagement.
Around the world, the internet has connected and expanded many fringe groups that aim
to acquire influence and spread their ideology. Such actors include internet trolls, gamergaters,
the alt-right, the manosphere, conspiracy theorists, influencers, hyper-partisan news outlets, and
others. These groups use social media to actively incite tensions with those who disagree rather
than productively converse.47 Further, fringe groups typically engage in groupthink by forming
echo chambers on chat rooms and social media sites. While the internet was made to connect
like-minded people who otherwise would never meet, this is a problem of “many to many”
connection: once one “finds their crowd,” there is little incentive to go outside of a place where
“fringe” ideas are accepted and where the speaker feels comfortable. This means that even
though access is extended, the type of speech that Mill’s theory of free speech does not happen,
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and when it is done it tends to be bitter and hostile.48 Such echo chambers have been well
documented. One such study from 2015 looked at Twitter data from the 2011 Spanish legislature
elections and the 2012 U.S. presidential elections. Analyzing almost 70 million tweets from both
elections, they found that people aligned with particular political affiliations tended to interact
more with people who shared similar beliefs. This was discovered by analyzing patterns of
tweets, retweets, and “@-replies.”49 Echo chambers are the effect of people who no longer wish
to engage the other side. In the internet age, this makes it easier to react badly to comments of
those on the other side of the political spectrum.
Additionally, there are also state actors attempting to modify information to advance
national security objectives. Russia is the biggest example of such methods. Russia’s internet
strategy is to limit the spread and influence of U.S. values, including several democratic
principles that they view as threatening to their regime. Russia is worried about instability in the
wake of the Arab Spring; Russian leadership fears the possibility of similar grassroots, antigovernment movements emerging, especially on social media. For example, after Russia’s 2011
legislative elections, Alexei Navalny, a Russian politician, used Facebook to coordinate protests
with others that were disgruntled with the results. While this movement failed, Russia’s reaction
proved their fear of freedom of speech in the digital era. A 2012 law declared NGOs that
criticized the Russian government as “traitors” and spies.” With undermining western values as a
core part of their posture, Russia has sought to undermine digital freedom and democratic
discussion in the U.S. by inciting as much tension as possible. The government does this mainly
through spreading fake news and information to create distrust in the system and foster
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instability.50 The 2016 election is the most egregious example of Russian social media
interference. For instance, according to evidence presented to the Senate Intelligence Committee
in 2017, Russian social media accounts and bots had reached 126 million American users on
Facebook. Russia uses a combination of individuals and bots as weapons in their information
warfare. Kathleen Hall Jamieson, a professor of communication at University of Pennsylvania
and founder of FactCheck.org, found in her research on Russian influence in the 2016 election
that Russian trolls and bots used social media to target key demographics such as veterans and
evangelicals that allowed the Trump administration to win. Their strategy had two purposes: to
elect Trump, a candidate who represented a critique of the U.S.’s democratic system and to spur
discord. She found that this was most apparent when looking at coverage of the presidential
debates. Russian operatives would spread messages that either took Clinton’s words out of
context or acted as a megaphone for Trump’s most divisive statements about Clinton’s positions.
While Russian resources would have a hard time modifying the views of those who had already
decided on a candidate, they were successful in using media to sway undecided voters using
rhetoric on immigrants, Muslims, and other Trump talking points. The targeted demographics
ended up playing a large role towards Trump’s victory, as voted from churchgoers, military
families, and blue-collar workers greatly assisted Trump in Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin,
and Florida.51 This shows the sheer power that a foreign country can have in American politics.
Not only was Russia able to turn the tide of an election, they were also able to increase
polarization in a critical moment in American politics. Without a doubt, more hateful speech was
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spoken online and more insular communities engaging in groupthink formed as a result of
Russian interference in the 2016 election.
Finally, there are groups who wish to benefit off online tension to profit through
advertising revenue. The internet era offers the opportunity for nearly anyone with access to a
computer to create a website possibly to get advertising revenue from it. Advertising firms pay
websites to display information about products and are often tailored to individual users or the
general base that goes to an episode. Advertisers decide where to spend their funds based on the
collectable data on how many people visit a website. To capture people’s interest in gossip,
scandal, and controversy, people wishing to profit off such characteristics will design fake news
that can garnish the most clicks.52 Websites take advantage of advertising algorithms and user
data to maximize their revenue from as many ads as possible, even if it encourages and promotes
misinformation and tension. This has brought considerable criticism towards the advertising
industry, though change is unlikely since there are thousands of advertising companies locked in
a prisoner’s dilemma whereby changing could provide their competitors a distinct edge.53 Such
behavior is problematic for encouraging a productive marketplace of ideas. It appears the free
market has produced a situation where inciting tensions and driving people away from
productive discussions is profitable.
b. A Less-Captive Audience
The second major change that social media has is the speed at which one is able to
receive and spread information. The mass spread of technology has had profound impacts on
how people learn and absorb information. With a growing preference towards digital information
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over traditional print sources, digital sources develop a human’s visual literacy, but the speed at
which information can be delivered reduces deep learning and critical thinking.54 This is a speed
that has become expected and has formed a habit of getting through information quickly and
efficiently. Psychological and neurological studies on the digital age’s effect on our behavior and
brain activity has shown that the internet has increased our reliance on skimming. This involves
jumping in a reading to look for shortcuts and big ideas to get through it as fast as possible,
leading to missing key parts of an article as the writer intended. The human brain was not
naturally coded for vision or language; from an early age, one must develop the skills in order to
read. In the internet age, the speed at which one can sift through information is causing people to
take their developed skills and develop shortcuts to complete tasks in the most efficient way
possible.55 All these factors have made people more susceptible to demagoguery,
misinformation, and hostile interactions. With critical thinking, empathy, and deep learning in
retreat, our ability to productively interact with one another reduces substantially. Such changes
are inconsistent with Mill’s marketplace of ideas, as people are less likely to learn from each
other’s thoughts, posts, or ideas.56 With the effect of less critical reading affecting everyone, this
means that discussion will continue to suffer both on and offline. Coupled with the previously
mentioned polarization, this development means that political insulation is amplified by people
paying less attention to others’ posts.
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III. A Possible Solution
a. Problems with Regulation
The majority of the policy debate surrounding the internet and free speech revolves
around fixing social media through regulation by either the state or the social media companies.
These types of approaches have received the most attention, because they seek to remediate
tensions where they happen.57 While creating a solution around social media would gain short
term benefits, such mechanisms are difficult to implement, are likely to fail, and may restrict
freedom of speech too much.
First, people do not want regulation on the internet. A Pew Research Center poll of 38
countries found that majorities in 32 of the countries, including 91% of Americans, say “us[ing]
the internet without government censorship” is important; meanwhile, 69% of Americans find it
very important.58 If the government or a corporation were to substantially intervene by social
media, there would likely be substantial backlash that would make such a move politically
unpopular and likely affect the measure’s ability to be implemented. Especially in the wake of a
very tense net neutrality debate, it is unlikely for politicians or companies to provoke backlash.
As mentioned in section one, people are used to the internet being a free place of expression with
minimal oversight, and such a sharp departure from the status quo would not be met with
support.
Second, regulating through the web has had a lot of practical troubles. The only ones with
the resources to monitor social media content are the social media companies themselves, which
have had mixed success, mainly due to the sheer amount of content that needs to be monitored.
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Facebook has attempted to hire several contractors to monitor content, but investigative reporting
has shown that rules are inconsistently applied, if at all.59 Additionally, to appeal to as many
markets markets possible, social media sites have tended to side with authoritarian regimes and
other forces in power in order to maintain market access to otherwise difficult to reach places.
For example, Facebook will disproportionately monitor content that dissents with the
Government in China for fear of being expelled from the country.60 To overcome human error,
social media companies have begun to employ artificial intelligence with limited success. As
seen in Facebook’s content monitoring in Myanmar, it is difficult to adapt operations to cultural
and language differences.61
Third, there are concerns about what content would be regulated by a state. Defining
“hate speech” is a difficult task that has a chance of over limiting speech or setting a precedent
for further limiting speech.62 Even if a state or company attempted to regulate as fairly as
possible, it would be likely to show bias; several studies have shown that artificial intelligence
programs meant to sort search results and news feeds in nonpartisan ways have still had
extremely biased results.63 With this, there are increasing moral and legal fears on whether or not
a corporation or the government could regulate in such a way. Many fear a slippery slope where
such actors erode freedom of speech and the First Amendment.
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Finally, regulation leads to groupthink. There is a fear from many that overregulation
could lead to more insular groups. If left to a company, an autonomous software could attempt to
change what a user views on the internet by only showing them agreeable content. This could
range anywhere from one’s social media page to changing what Google search results appears
depending on the user. Any disagreeable content would be filtered out, leading to an insulated
internet where instead of hostile engagements, people of differing opinions have no
engagement.64 This recreates and worsens groupthink and echo chambers on the internet while
eliminating any democratic benefit of the internet.
b. Critical Media Literacy
A different approach would not place blame upon the internet but try to leverage it as a
tool for more productive discussions. While policy discussions focus on the location of tensions
by trying to fix the speaking platform of the internet, a different approach would tackle people’s
mindsets when using this platform. This paper advocates integrating critical media literacy into
primary and secondary education. Critical media literacy involves a textual and audience
reception interrogation of news, entertainment, journalism, and information using a variety of
different critical lenses. The goal is not necessarily to push one lens of analysis over another, but
to get students to interrogate their own ideas and opinions. In an age where the amount of
information can often be overwhelming, it is important for students to gather research and
critically think to discover underlying themes. This is not necessarily instructing by presenting
information but presenting new ways of thinking about presented information. This has the
possibility of making students better informed members of society who are more willing to
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grapple with big ideas.65 By teaching students how to become better digital citizens, it increases
the quality and quantity of productive engagements.
Critical media literacy would reduce many of the problems discussed in this paper. By
engaging in such interrogation, the hope is that students will be better at analyzing their own
shortcomings in conversations while also being more receptive towards the ideas of others, even
if they disagree. Specifically, critical media literacy would build resilience to hate speech by
having students contemplate appropriate responses, encouraging better content with a focus on
disseminating to a wider audience and promoting social inclusion.66 This reduces the effect of
hate speech and groupthink since students will have a tendency to engage ideas rather than
dismiss, preventing the creation of insular echo chambers that only communicate to the other
side through unproductive cheap shots. This proposal also has a significant chance of reducing
the effect of misinformation or biased partisan news, as it emphasizes that students analyze
sources and methods before rendering judgement.67 Compared to the listed problems with
regulation, critical media literacy is a unique approach to the problems outlined in this section. It
is not a direct change to how information is presented, nor does it have a chance of affecting
internet freedom. By not being fixed based on changing the platform of social media, it focuses
on how people can best use social media to converse productively.
An argument against critical media literacy in relation to fake news is that it fails to
consider “both sides.” There is a concern that biases are inevitable when teaching critical media
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literacy and that to truly give a child a holistic experience, one would have to consider all sides
of any given position or analysis. This argument is wrong for two reasons. First, one “side” of a
given issue can be so wrong that it can be excluded from curriculum. For example, when
teaching about the Holocaust, Night by Ellie Wiesel is often used in the context of an English
class. A teacher would not force the class to then read Mein Kampf by Hitler for the students to
consider “both sides.” Further, a teacher would not share an article rife with misinformation to
criticize it and then support it. Ultimately, there are perspectives that are so false and so immoral
that a gray area does not exist. There are always time constraints with teaching, meaning some
perspectives will inevitably not be included. This means that, in order to benefit students the
most, perspectives with the most promise to promote education, truth, and productive
engagement would be the focus of curriculum. Also, the alternative to not questioning media is
considerably worse for whether “both sides” are considered. As previously mentioned, critical
media literacy’s aim is to prepare students to be open and considerate of opposing positions. If
one is worried about a certain perspective or creating a silenced minority, critical media literacy
only has a chance of improving a hostile status quo.68
Another argument against critical media literacy is that, no matter how much education is
introduced, people will not agree. As much political psychology research has shown, the ability
for people to build bridges is low, as people tend to rush to those of similar political leanings
even for obvious non-political questions.69 This means that, even if critical media literacy is
introduced, people would still retain their partisan biases. While this is a credible answer, critical
media literacy does not seek to eliminate all biases, but to increase the productivity of discussion
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of people with different opinions. By engaging, people learn more about their own position and
the position of others, creating the contest of ideas that Mill hopes for in his theory of a
marketplace of ideas.
IV. Conclusion
In the future, online usage will only continue to grow. According to the International
Telecommunications Union, global internet usage has had a rapid increase. Between 2005 to
2019, internet usage tripled.70 Preparing future generations to be ready for the civil society of
tomorrow will be ever important. Critical media literacy is a long-term solution that will not
cause change right away nor fully solve the problems with the marketplace of ideas outlined in
this paper; however, as of now we are not really trying; only a couple of colleges offer more than
one course on critical media literacy and curriculum has yet to spill over to K-12 education.71
While most of the debate has centered around fixing social media, one has to realize that the only
way to reverse the trend of intense partisanship that will accelerate alongside technology’s
growth is to make the next generation better than us. Criticism is important, but it must be
tempered by the willingness to engage ideas with productive discussion. With so many intense
problems on the horizon, it will be ever important for people to talk to each other in an honest
marketplace of ideas.
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